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Dear Sylvia: 
Thanks for your most informative letter of 21 Dec. The 

news that you have Pound corroboration for your discussion of 
and of@GHVénSis very exciting. Your presenta- 

tion of these matters in Accessories was so cogent that I had 
little doubt that you were right. It is welcome news Emzk not 
only that you have found support, but also that you can bother 
Bell and Belin. It troubles me that scoundrels ere able to 
live serene lives, untroubled by their consciences--— they neec 
to be bothered by other people's. consciences. Nice work. 

I have made some revisions in the writing of my 
but otherwise have little to report. The oe of the school term 
and the holiday season-- the business associated with these, I 
mean-- have cut deeply into.my time, so that I was not able to 
to many things thet I wentec to do. 

The monograph itself is virtuelly finished-- there may be 
slight che ges in wording, but otherwise it is There are 
still, however, some important things thet I 4 d as Loot- 
notes-— note uably the collection of nv! 10 tog Sraphs, portant 
authoritetive re eference, and perhaps some test firing of my 
wne em conficent enough eapout these matters so thet I car 
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film shows a motoreycle nerkeé in front of e D Roftfires 
surmnises (correctly, L think) thet the bike is Baker's, Stee 
the film by Weigman shows no pike in that place. Weigmen's 
Film was taken eee shortly before Couch'ss; both were in the 
motorcade, and filmed as they turned from Houston be Elm.) 
He has been «4 stimulating c espo t, end very help- 
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I share your feelings about the Panel does. I think, 
however, that they accurately (but not fully) reported what 
they saw in the photos and X-rays. I watch the rhetoric of 
their report carefully, and draw a sharp distinction between 
their observations and their conclusions. Their observetions 
at first seemed to me so groosly to belie earlier medicel 
data that t es 
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erial that they 
saw surely was careru hea screened before it was 
presented to fen then aie moet reveeling parts of it were 
removed from the list of things the Panel would see (e.g., 
not one photograp oh showing JPE's upper torso, neck, and head 
from the front; X-rays of the head taken from the left side 
even though she woundsw were on the right; and other things). 

t fs i form 
this opinion not only on the basis of the fragments in the 
head, but other things too. And I em satisfied thet they 
report accurately, though not completely. 

Mention of those fragments reminds me that I intended to 
~aI| send you the memo that I did on 399. — uch of the material 

is not new to you, and the form is simpler than the issue 
warrants,- it omits much. Harold was then anticipating liti- 
gation, some of which involved 399. I wrote this memo in such 
@ way that he could merely present it to his lawyer for infor- 
mation. The evidence presented in the memo I think proves 
tnet 399 lost not even one Fracment, that excent for substance 
that may have been worn off by attrition in the sun barrel 
or in its target (whatever it was), 399 
at leg t e form of fragments. t 

I'm rushed now, and I must stop. I'll be in touch 
again soon. 

still, 

Bice


